Errata for
Voluntary Product Standard (PS) 2-04

Performance Standard for Wood-Based Structural-Use Panels

Page 7 - The heading for imperial units of Minimum Ultimate Load Following Impact in Table 1 should “lbf”.

Page 10 - The heading for metric units of Nominal Thickness in Table 6 should be “mm”

Page 10 - In Table 6 the metric Nominal Thickness corresponding to 1 inch should be 25.4 mm.

Page 18 - The heading for metric units of Bending Strength, MM in Table 7 for both panel directions should be “N - mm/mm”.

Pages 34 and 36 - The metric units for the loads expressed in Section 7.20.2 and 7.20.4 should be Newtons and the relation between Newtons (N) and pounds (lb) is as follows:

- 10 lb equals 44.5 N
- 20 lb equals 89.0 N
- 40 lb equals 178.0 N

Page 36 - The metric values of “Pre-load” and “Test load” presented in Table 8 are incorrect. The values should be 44.5 N, 89.0 N and 178.0 N corresponding to 10 lb, 20 lb and 40 lb, respectively.

Page 36 - The definition section for the equation for EI in Section 7.20.4 incorrectly presents the lower case “L” as a “6”. It should read: “ l = Span, mm (in.) ”
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